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A c.ornpktcw of polariralion mmsfcr obscmablcs fa quaaifrcc scatiaing in k (~,l?)
nxaicm aI 495 Mcv is ~._. McmurcmcnuwerecarriedoutonC~, namralcarbon,
andcalciumtargelsat a momentumuansftx of 1.72 fm- 1using tk new Neutron Tirnc-of-
Flight facili[y at LAMPF, The spin-longitudinaland spin-uansvcrscrcsponws arc
cxtracwdfrom the dam T’hcratio of t.hcmresponsesarc cornpad to DWIA-RPA
calculationsinwhichthepick-hole ummwionis takento be of the fcmng’+n+p,No
cvkk.nccfor tkM RPA cmmclationsis wxn in the dam at his nmmcmum Iransfcr.

1. Introduction

Recently [here has develop-i a growing body uf data concerning excitations of high-lying
continuum rxwdes by a vancty of probes (e, n, p, n, d, 3He,,.., heavy ions). Continzurn
scattering in the quasifree region should be a particularly incisive tool for studying how t!!e
nucleus responds via inrnnsically nucleonic degrees of freedom to spin, isospin, and large
energy and momentum transfem. Al[hough signatures of shell structure, such as low-lying
discnte states and giant resonances, disappear in this seam, the nucleus should continue 10
res

Y
nd collectively through the action of the rtsidual particle-hole interaction, This

COIect.ivity will manifest iLwlfnot in sharp sums or resonances, but in the gross featu.tes of
[I,e spectrum, such as shifts in the position and nmgni~ude of the quasifree peak and
deviations of spin obscmablcs or of [he derived spin-response functions from the frcc-
nucleotl vtdues. ‘Ile very (non)existcnce ~)fsuch col]ectivi[y is directly connected to the



form and magnitude of the spin-isopin-dependent parts of !he residual interaction, and
hence to the basic underlying degrees of t%xdom in the nuclear system.

A unique spin- isospin sensitivity is provided by the nucleon cha.rgc-exchange reactions
such as (p,n), which provides a solely isuvector probe of the nuclear response. Until
recently, only limited polarization-tm.nsfer data were available, none above 200 MeV. The
new Neutron Time-of-Flight (NTOF) facility’ at LAMPF now provides such a capability
up to 8CH)MeV.

By measuring complete sets of polarization-transfer (PT) observable for quasifree
scattering, the spin-longitudinal and spin-transverse nuclear responses can lx CXtraCted2J3.
The spin-transverse response can be compared to transverse electron scattering, while the
spin-longitudinal response is unique to those probes coupling longitudinally to the spin of
the nucleon, such as nucleon scattering or semi-hadmnic processes.

The contrast between the spin-longitudinal and spin-transverse responses should provide a
sensitive test of panicle-hole comelations in the nucleus.4 In particular, if the form of the
interaction is taken to be g’+n+p, one expects to observe an enhancement and softening of
the longitudinal response and a quenching and hardenin of the transverse responses with

?respect to the free response using reasonable values o g’ of 0.6 to 0.7. This produces
sizable differences in the ratio of these responses for quasifree scattering.

In addition to providing information on the particle-hole interaction away from q=(l
momentum transfer, these types of measumncnts arc also sensitive to effects due 10
relativistic dynamics and serve to define the form of the effective NN interaction. Nucleon
charge-exchange measurements are very complementary to (p,p’) in that they sample very
different pans of the interaction in these models, pa.nictdarly the tzeatrnent of the pion.5

2. The Experiment

A complete set of ~ obwvablcs for quasifiw wattering on 2H, C, and Ca at a momentum
transfer of 1.72 fm- 1was taken at 495 MeV with the new NTOF facility at LAMPF. Spin
precession equipment at the ion source and in the hi -energy betmdines provided all three
polan’zation directions (s,n,i) at the NTOF target. #/ e average beam intensity was 78 A
with art average polarization of 52% and a pulse se aration of 200 nsec. The neutron

fdetectors were posit.iond at 2(XImeters from the N OF target. Arcal densities clf 0.78,
1.(), and 1.0 grn/cm2 were used for the CD2, natural carbon, and calcium uwgets
respectively. The overall system resolution for this experiment was about 1 McV
(FWHM).

The neutron detection system was comprised of four segmented scintillator planes
tipproximately 1.0 x 1.0 x 0, 1 m3, The segmentation provided essentially wn 1.0 x 0.1 x
().1 rn3 cells per plane, viewed on both ends by photomult.iplier tubes, The bnt two and
one of the rear planes were constructed of a ~hin stnktlew smel tank filled with liquid
wintillafor (Bicron BC5 17S), with the se~mentmion provided by optical Isolator panels In
the wintillator. This particular liquid .scln!illator has a high hydrogen-to-csrbon mtio of
I ~:1, useful for neutron polarimetry, whete the free and qunsifrec scattering in the
wintillator Iovide the analyzing reaction.

:
The fourth pln.ne w-s of similar design but

instead use plaslic scintillator. 7 he neutron polurimetcr was calibrated near 492 MeV



using the 14C(~,*)14Nreaction to the 0->state at 2.31 MeV at zero degrees. This 0+ to
0+ tr~sirion provides a “neutron beam” at the detectors of known polarization since the
longitudinal spin-transfer coefficient DLL is equal to unity. Therefore, the neutron
polarization is equal to the proton beam polarization, which is well detemtind in the high-
energy beamline polarimctcrs. In order co rcsdve the state of interest, it was necessary [o
longitudinally fmus the beam at the NTOF detectors using a technique which utilizes
unused acceleration modules in tic I.inaewhen operating at energies below 800 McV. This
provides a longitudinal ph- rotation to minimize the conrnbution of the energy spread in
the &am to the neutron energy resolution.6 An ixhlitional normalizati~ near 430 MeV was
provided by using the P=AY relation for quasifrcc scattering from dcutcrium. Both the
(n,n) elastic and (n,p) charge-exchange scattenngs in the front planes conrnbutc to the
measured asyntmtty.

The highamrgy calibrations were extrapolated to the range of cncrgics appropriate to the
quasifrcc scattering, 350 to 450 McV, using a Monte Carlo simulation of the detccuon
system acceptance and the energy dcpcndencc of the free (n,n) and (n,p) phase-shift values
for cross section and analyzing power. A calibration at lower energy is expcctcd to take
place this year to cortflrm the extrapolation methods and any rate de~ndences might cffcci
tie calibmaon. At present wc ascribe a 5-10% systematic uncertainty in the individual
polarization transfer obscnablcs due to calibration uncertainties. Othcwisc, al! cmors
quoted arc statistical only.

Data for the quasi.free scattering were sorted into 1O-MCVbins from 30 to 150 McV in
neutron energy loss.
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3. Analysk

Fig. 1 shows the FWobservable relevant to RL and RT obtained for 2H (extracted from the
CD2 runs), natural carbon, and calcium over the pe~ of quasifree scattering, together with
a recent phase shift solution for free NN scattering. Notable in these data is the fact that
there is no significant difference in any given PT obsenables for the three targets as a
function of energy loss. Inasmuch as the extracted responses arc linear combinations of
these obsewables, it is already apparent in the raw data that no significant differences
between the nuclear and “free” deuterium values.

In order to extract funk information from the data, it is necessary to take acivanuge of the
connection of IT observable to the nuclear response functions. It has been shc vn that in
the plane-wave limit and assuming NN kinematics, the following linear combinations can
be constructed which are related to the spin-longitudinal and spin-transverse response
tlnctions:2~

where RL (RT) is the spin-longitudinal (spin-transverse) response

“M ‘=H ‘=’”

(1)

are the center of mass coordinates and
. .

(3)
and eL are laboratory quantities, with ki and kf &ing the initial and final momcn~
respectively. 6 ad c are the spin-longitudinal and spin-transverse amplitudes of the NN
scattering marnx given by

M(q)= a-iy{~~ ●6)+(c# ●h)}+

This malysis wm used in our previous expenment7 using the (#,@) reaction at the same
energy and momentum transfer as the present expcriment. There too, no differences were

found for medium to heavy nuclei as compared to deuterium, The (~,~) reaction,
however, brings in the isoscalar response and further commotionsto the data had to be made
in order to extract the isovector respon~s. Only the isovector responses conrnbutc to the

present experiment using the (7,7P) reaction.

Distortions can in principle destroy the equivalence in Eq. 1. In order to uuntify the
1effects of distonion, a corn arisen was mn.debetween the rano of the uue spin- ongituiinal

i(RL) and spin-uansversc ( t-) responses as a function of neutron excitation energy and the
ratio of respon.w as derived from E4. 1. All quantities were o~ined from the DWIA-RPA
calculations of reference 8 using the g’+n+p model for the in[eractim with a \alue of g’



equal to 0.7. Al[hough not identical, the true ratio of responses (RL/RT) is reasonably
approximated by those extracted from Eq. 1, panicularly in the region of the peak for
quasifrce scattering. In arty case, large enhancements in b.h ratios are predicted between
the IZPA correlated and uncorrelated results. In all that follows, we will compare data and
theory on the same basis. That is to say, using the linear combinations of PT obsemables
as irwsu.ml in the experiment and as prd.icted in the Lheoxy.

4. Results and Discussion

Fig. 2 shows our preliminary results for the ratio of spin-longitudinal to spin-transverse
response ftmctions for carbon and calcium. Also shown are DW.A calculations from
reference 8 for the same quantities with and without RPA comelations. Our data are in
good agreement with the calculations without RPA mrelations.
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Fig. 2. R&io of spin-kmgiadi.nd tospin-uansvme responsesfar carkm (lcfi) and calcium (righl).

Cakulatims arc from refcrenIx 8.

While these results are compelling evidence for lack of enhancement due to RPA
correlations, there arc several qualifying points to b made. While the ratio of rqmnscs
without RPA correlations is in ood agreement with our data, the individual PT

fobservable vary mnewha: in the qgrce of agmernent. Proper attention must be paid to
the transformation of obsmables from the center of mass to laboratory frames and :hc
proper frame in which to evaluate the NN amplitudes. These investigations are umdetway.
Further refinements will & required before a definitive statement can be made. Other
forms of che interwtion can also be tesm.d Ogainst the data. Work is now in progress
towards this end.

Further data taking is planned in upcun.ing runs at different momentum transfers in order to
map out the momntwn ckpemkx Ofourmsult.
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